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A. Students’ own answers

B. c. Halloween

(Audio 7.6) Listen to the presenter and 
her guest. Which picture are they talking 
about? 
Presenter: Good afternoon to everyone. Now 
Roberto Cruz is with us in the studio. Welcome 
to our program, Roberto. 
Roberto: Thank you very much.
Presenter: My pleasure. Today we’re talking 
about festivals. What’s your favorite festival, 
Roberto?
Roberto: Halloween. It’s good fun.
Presenter: What’s the best part of the festival 
in your opinion?
Roberto: I love carving pumpkins. I carve a lot 
of pumpkins with my friends every year. 
Presenter: Could you please tell us how to 
carve a pumpkin?
Roberto: Sure.
First, a large pumpkin is chosen.         
Second, a simple outline of a face is drawn on 
the pumpkin with a marker pen.
Third, a small and sharp knife is selected.
Next, the eyes, nose and mouth are carved out 
of the pumpkin.
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A. Discuss these questions with your partner.

B . Listen to the presenter and her guest. What festival are they talking about? (Audio 7.6)

 Choose the correct answer.

1. Do you like festivals?
2. How do you usually feel at festivals?
3. What’s your favorite festival? Why?

C. Listen again and put the steps of the process in the correct order.

D . Work in pairs. Look at activity D again. Take turns to describe the process of carving a 

pumpkin. Use the following words to tell the order of the steps.

 The steps of carving a pumpkin:

 A simple outline of a face is drawn on the pumpkin with a marker pen.

 A lid is cut out of the pumpkin.                

 The lid is placed on the pumpkin.

 The eyes, nose and mouth are carved out of the pumpkin.

 A large serving spoon is used to remove the filling from the pumpkin.   

 A large pumpkin is chosen.         

 A candle is lit and put inside.

 A small and sharp knife is selected.

 Now you can display your pumpkin in a safe area.

 a. Independence Day

 b. Wedding ceremony

 c. Halloween

First

Then

Second

After that

Next

Finally

Third

Later
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Then a lid is cut out of the pumpkin.                
After that, a large serving spoon is used to 
remove the filling from the pumpkin.   
Later, a candle is lit and put inside.
Finally, the lid is placed on the pumpkin.
Now you can display your pumpkin in a safe 
area.
Presenter: Thanks a lot. That sounds easy. I 
wonder how the festival is celebrated in your 
city. 

C. 
 The steps of carving a pumpkin:
 (1) A large pumpkin is chosen.
 (2) A simple outline of a face is drawn on the 

pumpkin with a marker pen.
 (3) A small and sharp knife is selected.
 (4) The eyes, nose and mouth are carved out 

of the pumpkin.
 (5) A lid is cut out of the pumpkin.
 (6) A large serving spoon is used to remove 

the filling from the pumpkin.
 (7) A candle is lit and put inside.
 (8) The lid is placed on the pumpkin.
 Now you can display your pumpkin in a safe 
area.

D.
First, a large pumpkin is chosen.
Second, a simple outline of a face is drawn 

on the pumpkin with a marker pen.
Third, a small and sharp knife is selected.
Next, the eyes, nose and mouth are carved 

out of the pumpkin.
Then a lid is cut out of the pumpkin.
After that, a large serving spoon is used to 

remove the filling from the pumpkin.
Later, a candle is lit and put inside.
Finally, the lid is placed on the pumpkin.
Now you can display your pumpkin in a safe 

area.
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E. omelet

F. 
First, the peppers are sliced into small 

pieces.  
Second, the tomatoes are chopped.
Third, the butter is melted in a pan.
Then the peppers and tomatoes are cooked.
Next, the eggs are added into the pan.
After that, the cheese is grated and added 

into the pan.
Finally, some salt is sprinkled.
And your omelet is ready. You can also add 

some mushrooms or sausages. Good appetite!

G. Students describe the process.

H. Students’ own answers

I. La Tomatina - Chocolate Festival
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Hi, I’m Juan. La Tomatina is celebrated in the town of Bunol near Valencia in Spain. It’s my 
favorite festival. It’s organized on the last Wednesday of August. Thousands of people join this 
festival every year. It’s the most famous food fight in Europe. Old clothes and closed shoes 
are worn for this fight. In addition, goggles are put on. And then the food fight starts with a 
signal. Tomatoes are thrown to each other. It lasts for only an hour. Of course, there are some 
rules. You mustn’t enter the festival area with bottles or hard objects as you may cause harm. 
Moreover, you mustn’t tear others’ clothes. You should also squash the tomatoes before you 
throw them. In this way, the hit will be less painful. And you should stop when you hear the 
second signal. In the end, the streets are cleaned by fire engines. The atmosphere is terrific. 
The festival is fantastic.

Hello! I’m Eva. I love Chocolate Festival. It’s held in Amsterdam, the capital city of the 
Netherlands every October. It’s one of the sweetest events in Europe. Over 700 different 
flavors of chocolate can be tasted there. I find this fascinating. It’s a two-day festival. You can 
meet chocolate experts from many different countries as well as the Netherlands. They teach 
you all about chocolate. You can learn the process of making chocolate from bean to bar. The 
festival organizers don’t forget children. They can create masterpieces of art with chocolate. 
They can also join entertaining activities like face painting. What’s more, there’s live music in 
the afternoon and evening. You can enjoy yourselves a lot at this festival.

I. Read the following text. What festivals is it about?

The Teen magazine interviewed some teenagers about their favorite festivals. Here are two of 
their answers.
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G. Work in pairs. Look at activity G. Take turns to describe the process of making an omelet.

H. Imagine you’ve made a new type of cake, and you want to share the recipe with your friends. 

Write the process of making this cake. Make sentences as in the example. Then present the 

recipe to the class. 

E. Read the steps below and complete the sentence.

F. Read the steps in activity F again. Write the process of making an omelet. Make sentences as 

in the example. Use the following sequence words.

 The following sentences are about how to make a French ....................................................... .

First

Then

Second

After that

Next

Finally

Third

 Step 1: Slice the peppers into small pieces.  

 Step 2: Chop the tomatoes. 

 Step 3: Melt the butter in a pan.

 Step 4: Cook the peppers and tomatoes.

 Step 5: Add the eggs into the pan.  

 Step 6: Grate the cheese and add it into the pan.

 Step 7: Sprinkle some salt.

 And your omelet is ready. You can also add some mushrooms or sausages. Good appetite!

 First, the peppers are sliced into small pieces.  

 ……………………………………............………………………………….………….................……………………....………… .

 ……………………………………............………………………………….………….................……………………....………… .

 ……………………………………............………………………………….………….................……………………....………… .

 ……………………………………............………………………………….………….................……………………....………… .

 ……………………………………............………………………………….………….................……………………....………… .

 ……………………………………............………………………………….………….................……………………....………… .

 First, the eggs are broken into a large bowl.  …………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………….………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………….…………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………….……………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………….………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………….…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………….……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
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J.

What 
festival? Where? When?

Juan La 
Tomatina

in Bunol 
near 

Valencia in 
Spain

on the last 
Wednesday 
of August

Eva Chocolate 
Festival

in 
Amsterdam, 
the capital 
city of the 

Netherlands

in October

K. 

YES NO

1.  People wear new clothes 
at La Tomatina. √

2.
 Bottles and hard objects 

mustn’t be taken to the 
festival area.

√

3.  The tomatoes should be 
squashed before throwing. √

4.  La Tomatina is a two-day 
festival. √

5.  You can taste more than 
800 different flavors of 
chocolate at Armsterdam 
Chocolate Festival.

√

6.  The festival lasts for two 
days. √

7.
 You meet only Dutch 

chocolate experts at the 
festival. 

√

8.  Children can join creative 
activities at the festival. √

L. Ss talk about the festivals in turn.

M. 
 1. grated
 2. poured
 3. mixed
 4. sprinkled
 5. kept

N. Ss describe the process of making home-
made chocolate.
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J. Read the text again and complete the table.

K. Read these statements. Then read the text again and tick the correct column for each one.

L. Work with a different partner. Look at activity J again. Talk about the festivals in turn.

M. Read the paragraph and fill in the gaps with the correct words. 

N. Work in pairs. Take turns to describe the process of making home-made chocolate.

What festival? Where? When?

Juan

Eva

YES NO

1.  People wear new clothes at La Tomatina.

2.  Bottles and hard objects mustn’t be taken to the festival area.

3.  The tomatoes should be squashed before throwing.

4.  La Tomatina is a two-day festival.

5.  You can taste more than 800 different flavors of chocolate at Armsterdam 

Chocolate Festival.

6.  The festival lasts for two days. 

7.  You meet only Dutch chocolate experts at the festival. 

8.  Children can join creative activities at the festival. 

mixed kept sprinkled gratedpoured

Do you know how chocolate is made at home? Here’s the recipe. 
First, a cup of cocoa butter is (1)  ..................................... and put into 
a small, heat-safe bowl. Second, a cup of coconut oil is added. 
Third, a glass of water is (2) ...................................... into a shallow 
pan and heated. Next, the bowl is placed in the pan. You should 
stir the oil and butter occasionally until smooth. Then a cup of 
cocoa powder is added and (3) ...................................... well. After 
that, some vanilla is (4) ........................................ . Later, half a cup of 
honey is poured into the mixture. Check if the chocolate is sweet 
enough for you. You can also add some dried fruit or nuts. Finally, 
the mixture is poured into a tray and (5) ........................................ in 
the freezer for half an hour. You’ll be astonished by how delicious 
your chocolate is.
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1.  What festival do you think is more interesting than the others? Why?

2.   Have you ever joined any of the festivals abroad? If yes, which one(s)?

3.   Would you like to join any of the festivals abroad? If yes, which one(s)?

“The greatness of a culture can be found in its festivals.”

O. Word hunt: Find the following festivals in the word square. 

P. Work in groups of 4. Look at the festivals above. Take turns to answer these questions.

Q. Work in groups of 4. What do you think about the following quote? Discuss it with your 

group members. Then share your group’s opinions with the class.

RAMADAN FEAST 

DEMOCRACY DAY

HALLOWEEN 

SACRIFICE FEAST 

INDEPENDENCE DAY

CHINESE NEW YEAR   

VICTORY DAY

EASTER

DIWALI

REPUBLIC DAY

CHRISTMAS

LA TOMATINA

F RU AN CD YE DM AO YC W H O

E TJ OC MX AA TL IL NA A W E

H LT TG NU OZ GY JP IU V T D

N AA GF ZH CS YT LW EU Q I E

D IX OS WT CY IH EU CK E Q I

S RW AR OU BE LH WL AF X S N

I OA OS DB AI RZ KH UF F Z E

E SK TI EN RV OZ IE AA L C N

A CR DE AP YU WB GL UI B Y A

Y BM ME WB LE DA AN YF S O E

U XW LS AU RD EY AO SB U A T

C DM AB NH FR EA AM SA T Y N

E XD DI ET SF TR AO FN Z V D

N ZR DA IZ EO IE DA HG K B P

W TN IC VL EA UF HE SS W T C

R ZY GA UE FK DD KT EA Z D Y

E VQ NF EG SE LT TH RR F R D

R IK ST TE MA AC SH HR J Y Z
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O. 

F RU AN CD YE DM AO YC W H O

E TJ OC MX AA TL IL NA A W E

H LT TG NU OZ GY JP IU V T D

N AA GF ZH CS YT LW EU Q I E

D IX OS WT CY IH EU CK E Q I

S RW AR OU BE LH WL AF X S N

I OA OS DB AI RZ KH UF F Z E

E SK TI EN RV OZ IE AA L C N

A CR DE AP YU WB GL UI B Y A

Y BM ME WB LE DA AN YF S O E

U XW LS AU RD EY AO SB U A T

C DM AB NH FR EA AM SA T Y N

E XD DI ET SF TR AO FN Z V D

N ZR DA IZ EO IE DA HG K B P

W TN IC VL EA UF HE SS W T C

R ZY GA UE FK DD KT EA Z D Y

E VQ NF EG SE LT TH RR F R D

R IK ST TE MA AC SH HR J Y Z

P. Students’ own answers

Q. Students’ own answers

NOTES


